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Abstract
Drawing images of characters with desired poses is
an essential but laborious task in anime production.
Assisting artists to create is a research hotspot in
recent years. In this paper, we present the Collab-
orative Neural Rendering (CoNR) method, which
creates new images for specified poses from a few
reference images (AKA Character Sheets). In gen-
eral, the diverse hairstyles and garments of anime
characters defies the employment of universal body
models like SMPL [Loper et al., 2015], which fits
in most nude human shapes. To overcome this,
CoNR uses a compact and easy-to-obtain landmark
encoding to avoid creating a unified UV mapping in
the pipeline. In addition, the performance of CoNR
can be significantly improved when referring to
multiple reference images, thanks to feature space
cross-view warping in a carefully designed neural
network. Moreover, we have collected a character
sheet dataset containing over 700, 000 hand-drawn
and synthesized images of diverse poses to facil-
itate research in this area. The code and dataset
is available at https://github.com/megvii-research/
IJCAI2023-CoNR.

1 Introduction
2D Animation is one of the essential carriers of art reflecting
human creativity. Artists commonly use character sheets to
show their virtual character design. A character sheet is the
image collection of a specific character with multiple pos-
tures observed from different views, as shown in Figure 1. It
covers all the appearance details and is widely used to assist
the creation of animations or their derived media. Moreover,
character sheets allow many artists to cooperate while main-
taining the consistency of the design of this character.

Drawing a sequence of anime frames is extremely time-
consuming, requiring imagination and expertise. Due to the
semantic gap between the character sheet and the desired
poses, it is challenging to design a pipeline to draw charac-
ter images automatically. Some non-photorealistic render-
ing (NPR) methods [Gooch and Gooch, 2001] can simulate
the artistic style of hand-drawn animation. For example, Toon
Shading is widely used in games and animation production.

However, it currently still requires a very complex manual
design to approximate a specific artistic style. Artists need to
manually retouch the shadows, which is too complicated for
animators and painters. Therefore, we try to explore a new
method of generating pictures in 2D animation.

We formulate the task of rendering a particular charac-
ter in the desired pose from the character sheet. Based on
this formulation, we develop a Collaborative Neural Ren-
dering (CoNR) model based on convolutional neural net-
work (CNN). CoNR fully exploits the information available
in a provided set of reference images by using feature space
cross-view dense correspondence. In addition, CoNR uses
the Ultra-Dense Pose (UDP), an easy-to-construct compact
landmark encoding tailored for anime characters. CoNR will
not require a unified UV texture mapping [Yoon et al., 2021;
Gao et al., 2020] in the pipeline, which may not be done in
a consistent method for anime characters. UDP can represent
the fine details of characters, such as accessories, hairstyles,
or clothing, so as to allow better artistic control. It can
also be easily generated with existing 3D computer graph-
ics pipelines to adapt interactive applications. Moreover,
we collect a character sheet dataset containing over 700, 000
hand-drawn and 3D-synthesized images of diverse poses and
appearances. Training on this dataset, CoNR achieves im-
pressive results both on hand-drawn and synthesized images.
CoNR can help generate the character in the given pose. Cre-
ation of CoNR faithfully based on the character sheets, and it
can quickly provide reference of the target pose for the artist.
We also introduce how CNN-based UDP Detector generates
UDPs from hand-drawn images in the Appendix. We provide
a demo video in the supplementary material.

To sum up, our main contributions are:

• We formulate a new task, rendering 2D anime character
images with desired poses using character sheets.

• We introduce a UDP representation for anime charac-
ters and collect a large character sheet dataset contain-
ing diverse poses and appearances. This dataset is made
open-sourced.

• We explore a multi-view collaborative inference model,
CoNR, to assist in producing impressive anime videos
given action sequences specified by UDPs.
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Figure 1: (a) The results of CoNR. Based on the desired poses {Ptar} and the character sheet Sref , CoNR renders new anime images
Îtar . (b) The generation process of UDP. We use the XY Z coordinates of a point on the surface of a 3D model as the RGB value of the
point and then color a 3D model. Then, we take a 2D view of the 3D model as UDP. (c) Inference pipeline of CoNR. Reference images
I1 · · · In ∈ Sref from the input character sheet are fed into CoNR using modified U-Nets [Ronneberger et al., 2015] as sub-networks. UDP
Ptar is resized and concatenated into each scale of the encoder outputs in all sub-networks. Blocks with the same color share weights. “D1 to
D4” refers to four blocks of the decoder. Each block will receive the averaged message from corresponding blocks in all other sub-networks.

2 Related Work
2.1 Image Generation and Translation for Anime
Recent years have seen significant advancement in applying
deep learning methods to assist the creation of anime. For ex-
ample, Gao et al.; Zheng et al. propose to apply realistic light-
ing effects and shadow for 2D anime automatically; Wang
and Yu propose to transfer photos to anime style; Siyao et
al.; Chen and Zwicker propose frame interpolation tailored
for animation. There are also attempts to produce vectorized
anime images [Su et al., 2021], similar to the step-by-step
manual drawing process. The generative modeling of anime
faces has achieved very impressive results [Jin et al., 2017;
Gokaslan et al., 2018; Tseng et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021;
He et al., 2021]. The latent semantics of generative models
has also been extensively explored [Shen and Zhou, 2021]. A
modified StyleGAN2 model [aydao, 2021] can generate full-
body anime images, although it still suffers from artifacts be-
cause of the high degree of freedom of the human body.

2.2 Representation of Human Body
Stick-figure of skeletons [Chan et al., 2019], SMPL vec-
tors [Loper et al., 2015], and heat maps of joints [Cao et al.,
2019; Siarohin et al., 2021] are widely-used representations
obtained from motion capture system. However, when these
sparse representations are used for anime characters [Khun-
gurn and Chou, 2016], they face a new series of challenges:
noisy manual annotations, unexpected occlusions caused by
the wide variety of characters’ clothing and body shapes,

and ambiguity due to hand drawing. Furthermore, the afore-
mentioned human pose representations only represent human
joints and body shapes. However, anime characters often re-
quire flexible artistic control over other body parts, such as
the fluttering of hair and skirts. These representations cannot
directly drive these parts.

Human parsers or clothing segmenters [Yoon et al., 2021;
Gafni et al., 2021; Chou et al., 2021] are robust to the
uncertainty of joint positions. However, the provided se-
mantic masks are not informative enough to represent the
pose or even the orientation of a person. DensePose [Güler
et al., 2018] and UV texture mapping [Yao et al., 2019;
Yoon et al., 2021; Gao et al., 2020], greatly enhance the detail
of pose representation on the human body or face by adding
a universal definition that essentially unwarps the 3D human
body surface into a 2D coordinate system. However, due to
the great diversity and rich topology of anime characters, it
is difficult to find a general labeling method to unwarp them,
which makes existing dense representations still not serve as
an off-the-shelf solution for anime-related tasks. One mo-
tivation for our work is to find a suitable representation to
represent the motion of hair and clothes in principle.

There are also some dense representations of the body,
such as CSE [Neverova et al., 2020]. CSE addresses the
task of detecting a continuous surface coding from an im-
age. Similar “define-by-training” methods are inapplicable in
anime creation since CSE can only be used for reenactment
currently.
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2.3 Human Appearance Transfer
Most of works create vivid body motions or talking heads
from only one single image [Gafni et al., 2021; Sarkar et
al., 2020; Yoon et al., 2021; Siarohin et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019]. The learned prior of the human body [Loper et al.,
2015], head [Blanz and Vetter, 1999], or real-world clothing
shape and textures [Alldieck et al., 2019] enables the model
to solve ill-posed problems like imagining and inpainting the
back view even if only the frontal view is available. How-
ever, anime has long been featuring a flexible character design
leading to high diversity in clothing, body shapes, hairstyles,
and other appearance features. A model trained on a huge
dataset (e.g.,, CLIP [Radford et al., 2021]) might be able
to encode some popular anime character designs implicitly.
Still, it is generally more challenging to establish priors or
styles of the anime character domain than the real human do-
main.

There are some attempts [Liu et al., 2021] to extend the
pose transfer task by utilizing SMPL [Loper et al., 2015], a
realistic 3D mesh of the naked human body that is based on
skinning and blend-shapes, to combine appearance from dif-
ferent views. Using multiple reference images would, in prin-
ciple, allow the model to follow the original appearance of the
given person and better suit the needs of anime production.

Some recent works utilize neural rendering mod-
els [Mildenhall et al., 2020] which are trained using photo-
metric reconstruction loss and camera poses over multiple im-
ages of 3D objects and scenes. Due to their ray-marching na-
ture and capability to in-paint in 3D, they are promising meth-
ods in modeling real-world 3D data [Peng et al., 2021]. These
methods are not influenced by or depend on prior knowledge
other than the object to be modeled. However, they have not
yet made much progress in modeling hand-drawn data like
anime character sheets, which less follow strict geometric and
physical constraints.

3 Method
3.1 Task Formulation
Our formulation is inspired by the tasks about drawing or
painting art [Huang et al., 2019; Su et al., 2021]. We con-
sider the character sheet In ∈ Sref in a whole. A target pose
Ptar representation is also required to provide rendering tar-
get for the model. The task can be formulated as mapping
Sref to target image Îtar with the desired target pose Ptar:

Îtar = Φ(Ptar, Sref ). (1)

We notice that complicated poses, motions, or characters
may require more references in Sref than others, so dynami-
cally sized Sref should be allowed.

3.2 Ultra-Dense Pose
A UDP specifies a character’s pose by mapping 2D view-
port coordinates to feature vectors, which are 3-tuple floats
that continuously and consistently encode body surfaces. In
this way, a UDP can be represented as a color image Ptar ∈
RH×W×3 with pixels corresponding to landmarks L(x,y) ∈
R3. Non-person areas of the UDP image are masked. It

Figure 2: Random characters with random backgrounds.

allows better compatibility across a broader range of anime
body shapes and enables better artistic control over body de-
tails like garment motions.

3D meshes are widely used data representations for anime
characters in their game adaptations. Vertex in a mesh usually
comprises corresponding texture coordinate (u, v) or a vertex
color (r, g, b). Interpolation over the barycentric coordinates
allows triangles to form faces filled with color values or pixels
looked up from textures coordinates.

Taking a bunch of anime body meshes standing at the cen-
ter of the world, we ask them to perform the same A-pose (a
standard pose) to align the joints. To construct UDPs, we re-
move the original texture and overwrite the color (r, g, b) of
each vertex with a landmark, which is currently the world co-
ordinate (x, y, z), as shown in Figure 1(b). When the anime
body changes its pose, the vertex on the mesh may move to
a new position in the world coordinate system, but the land-
mark at the corresponding body part will remain the same
color.

To avoid the difficulty of down-sampling and processing
meshes, we convert the modified meshes into 2D images,
which are compatible with CNNs. This is done by introduc-
ing a camera, culling on occluded faces, and projecting only
the faces visible from the camera into an image. The pro-
cessed UDP representation is a H × W × 4 shaped image
recorded in floating-point numbers ranging from 0 to 1. The
four channels include the three-dimensional landmark encod-
ings and one-dimensional occupancy for indicating whether
the pixel is on the body.

Three properties of UDP could alleviate the difficulties
when creating images of 2D animation:

1) UDP is a detailed 3D pose representation since every
piece of surface on the anime body could be automatically
assigned with a unique encoding in 3D graphics software.

2) UDP is a compatible pose representation since the anime
characters with similar body shapes will also get out-fits that
are consistently pseudo-colorized.

3) UDP can be obtained directly in all existing 3D editors,
game engines, and many other up-streams.

3.3 Data Preparation
As character sheets used in the anime-related industries are
not yet available to the computer vision community, we built
a dataset containing more than 20, 000 hand-drawn anime
characters by selecting human-like characters from public
datasets [Anonymous et al., 2020; Jerry, 20217]. We man-
ually perform matting to remove the background from the
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character with the help of the watershed algorithm [Torralba
et al., 2010]. We also construct a 2D background dataset con-
taining 4000 images with a similar method. Manually anno-
tating hand-drawn anime images with UDP involves signifi-
cant hardship. To alleviate the problem of label scarcity, we
further construct a synthesized dataset from anime-styled 3D
meshes.

Finally, We combine the synthesized dataset with the hand-
drawn dataset to obtain both high-quality UDP labels and
high diversity of hand-drawn styles. We randomly split the
whole dataset by a 1/16 ratio into the validation and training
sets. The split is on a per-anime-character basis, so the val-
idation set contains characters unseen during training. The
whole dataset contains over 700, 000 hand-drawn and synthe-
sized images of diverse poses and appearances. We manually
exclude content containing excessive nudity that is not suit-
able for public display. Random characters with a random
background are shown in Figure 2.

3.4 Collaborative Neural Rendering

Overview. We utilize a collaborative inference for a con-
volutional neural network named CINN, inspired by Point-
Net [Qi et al., 2017] and Equivariant-SFM [Moran et al.,
2021]. CoNR consists of a CINN renderer and an optional
UDP Detector. Figure 1(c) shows the pipeline of the proposed
approach. CoNR generates a character image of the desired
pose, taking the UDP representation Ptar of the target pose
and a character sheet Sref , as the inputs. When generating
more than one pose, we feed different UDPs and use the same
reference character sheet.

The input UDP representation can be produced by a UDP
Detector from reference images. For interactive applications
like games, the existing physics engine can be used as a drop-
in replacement for the UDP Detector to compute body and
cloth dynamics for the anime character directly.

Renderer. We apply the following modifications to the U-
Net [Ronneberger et al., 2015]:
1) As shown in Figure 1(c), we rescale and concatenate UDP
to each block of the decoder. This input strategy aims to reuse
the encoder’s results and further allow highly efficient infer-
ence when there are multiple target UDPs when generating
an animation video of a character.
2) Due to the spatial misalignment of the local and the re-
mote branches, we use flow fields to align the features.
Specifically, we approximate a flow field f as two chan-
nels and warp the features of other channels according to
the estimated flow [Zhou et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017;
Hu et al., 2023]. This operator enhances the long-range look-
up ability for CINN.
3) We use the CINN method in the decoders of the network.
We split the original up-sampling output feature channels by
half, one for the remote branch and the other for the local
branch. Firstly, we warp the features of the remote branches
to align with the local features. Then the output features from
all remote branches are averaged to be concatenated with the
encoder output. The concatenated feature will be fed into the
next block (illustrated in Appendix). Formally, to aggregate

local feature Featl and remote feature Featir(0 < i < k):

fir = Conv3×3(PReLU(Conv3×3(Featir))), (2)

Feat∗l = Featl +
k−1∑
i=0

←−
W(Featir, fir)/k, (3)

where we denote the pixel-wise backward warping (remap-
ping) as

←−
W . PReLU and Conv3×3 represent PReLU activa-

tion function [He et al., 2015] and 3× 3 convolution.
The last decoder block will collect averaged output features

from all previous decoder blocks in all branches and output
the final generated image Îtar.

UDP Detector. While training with the synthesized dataset,
UDP P̂tar can be directly obtained. As for the hand-drawn
dataset, we design a UDP Detector to estimate UDPs P̂tar

from hand-drawn images. The UDP Detector is a sim-
ple U-Net [Ronneberger et al., 2015] consists of a ResNet-
50 (R50) [He et al., 2016] encoder and a decoder with 5
residual blocks. It is trained jointly with the renderer in an
end-to-end manner. We share the weight of the renderer’s en-
coder and the UDP Detector’s encoder.

4 Experiments
4.1 Training Strategy
We train CoNR with m sub-networks (views) on our dataset.
To create one training sample, we randomly select a character
and then randomly select m+1 arbitrary poses. These images
are split as m image inputs (character sheet) I1 · · · Im ∈ Sref

and one image of the target pose as the ground truth of
CoNR’s final output.

We paste them onto k random backgrounds and feed
them into the UDP Detector. We use the average of the k

UDP detection results P̂i of the same target pose, P̂tar =

1/k
∑k

i=1 P̂i, as the final UDP detection results. We com-
pute losses at both the output of the detector and the end of
the CoNR pipeline. We use L1 loss on the landmark encod-
ings and binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss on the mask to train
the detector if the ground truth UDP PGT

tar is available:

Ludp = ||P̂tar − PGT
tar ||1, (4)

Lmask = BCE(sgn(P̂tar), sgn(P
GT
tar )), (5)

where sgn indicates that a point is from the body surface or
background. We use a consistency loss Lcons by computing
the standard deviation of k UDP Detector outputs:

Lcons =

√√√√ 1

k − 1

k∑
i=1

(P̂i − P̂tar)2. (6)

At the end of the collaborated renderer, we use L1 loss and
feature loss [Ledig et al., 2017] which is based on a pre-
trained 19-layer VGG [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] net-
work to supervise the reconstruction in the desired target
pose, denoted as Lphoto and Lvgg .
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Setting 112K iter 224K iter
Lphoto LPIPS Lphoto LPIPS

m = 1, n = 1 0.0247 0.0832 0.0238 0.0801
m = 4, n = 1 0.0249 0.0865 0.0237 0.0827
m = 1, n = 4 0.0219 0.0798 0.0211 0.0764
m = 4, n = 4 0.0187 0.0659 0.0179 0.0612

Table 1: Comparison on the number of input reference images.
We use character sheets of m reference images to train the CoNR
model, and then use character sheets of n reference images to eval-
uate the trained model.

Figure 3: First row: Inference results on validation dataset. Second
row: Inference results with the same character sheet input Sref on
different body structure Ptar .

The UDP Detector and renderer are trained end-to-end simul-
taneously. The total loss function is the sum of all losses:

L = Ludp + Lcons + Lmask + Lphoto + αLvgg, (7)

where the hyper-parameter α of feature loss is from previous
work [Zhang et al., 2018b].

Our model is optimized by AdamW [Loshchilov and Hut-
ter, 2019] with weight decay 10−4 for 224K iterations. We
choose m = 4, k = 4 during training unless otherwise speci-
fied. The training process uses a batch size of 24 with all input
resolutions set to 256×256. Model training takes about three
weeks on four GPUs.

4.2 Result
For quantitative evaluation on the validation set, we measure
Ludp and Lphoto which is the averaged L1 distance between
predictions and ground truth. We further use LPIPS [Zhang
et al., 2018a] to measure the perceptual quality.

Inference Visual Effects. CoNR can cope with the diverse
styles of anime, including differences between synthesized
and hand-drawn images. Figure 3 lists some random CoNR
outputs on the validation split. With the same character sheet
input Sref , we replaced the provided UDP Ptar, and the re-
sults of CoNR changed accordingly. Notably, CoNR goes be-
yond a naı̈ve correspondence by absolute UDP value (transfer
between different cloths).

Character Sheet UDP Generated

Figure 4: Transfer appearance based on the character sheet. This
UDP comes from UDP Detector rather than 3D softwares.

CoNR with UDP Detector can also be used to achieve sim-
ilar results to style transfer methods when running a textured
image at the reference pose. As shown in Figure 4, UDP
detection of one character can be used to render another char-
acter. The CoNR inference pipeline for the anime (or game)
production will usually be without the UDP Detector.
Effectiveness of the Collaboration. CoNR uses a
dynamically-sized set of reference inputs during training and
inference. Table 1 shows that using additional views (m > 1)
during training will enhance the quality of generated images.
On the opposite, removing images from the character sheet
will reduce the coverage of the body surface. When CoNR
is trained with m = 1, CoNR can not provide a reasonable
solution. For example, given the character’s backside, it is
hard to imagine the frontal side. In this case, the photo-metric
reconstruction and feature losses may encourage the network
to learn a wrong solution. Therefore even if enough infor-
mation in the n > 1 images is provided during inference,
the network may not generate the target image accurately.
Similarly, keeping m = 4 while reducing the number of
inference views (n = 1) will also harm the quality of CoNR.

As shown in Figure 5, CoNR can leverage information dis-
tributed across all images to produce better visual effects.
This allows CoNR to scale from image synthesis, when only
a few shots of the character are given, to image interpolating
when a lot of shots are available. The example in Figure 5
shows the behavior of CoNR when it does not have enough
information to draw missing parts correctly. Even if very few
reference images are provided, the target pose that is similar
to some reference will be accurate. Furthermore, users may
iterate on the results and feed them back into CoNR to accel-
erate anime production.

4.3 Comparison with Related Work
As CoNR provides a baseline for a new task, we admit that
direct comparison with related works can either be impossible
or unfair. We still try to include comparisons, only to show
how our task is related to other existing tasks.
Human Pose Synthesis. We compare the results produced
by CoNR to a real-world digital human system [Liu et al.,
2021] using the same target poses as used in their demo. We
use two character sheets 1 with both pose and appearance un-
seen during training. One contains the same 4 images shown

1One anime character is from www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6k
t8yEyvE and another character is illustrated by an amateur artist.
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Figure 5: Effectiveness of the collaboration. We perform a reconstruction experiment with Chika Dance, which is a high-quality rotoscoping
animation (in which body and clothing motions are drawn according to real characters) ensuring that the ground truth is reasonable. The last
row shows 8 ground truth frames IGT

i ∈ SGT
vid from a video. In this experiment, the UDPs are estimated from ground truth frames by a

trained UDP Detector. The first two rows show the input and output images of CoNR. The used subsets of character sheet Sref ⊂ SGT
vid are

marked using the blue background. Generated images for novel poses are marked using the red backgrounds.

Setting 112K iter 224K iter

Ludp Lmask Ludp Lmask

Original U-Net 0.1247 0.0856 Fail Fail
U-Net+R34 0.1051 0.1068 0.1004 0.0747

U-Net+R50 0.0969 0.0792 0.0971 0.0736

Table 2: Ablation on UDP Detector with different backbones.

in Figure 1, the other character sheet taken from a random
video from the internet as used in Figure 5. Figure 6 indi-
cates that the long skirt prevents a high accuracy estimation
of the leg joints and that parametric 3D human models like
SMPL may not handle the body shape of anime characters
correctly. Further diagnosis shows that parametric 3D human
models may not handle anime’s diverse clothing and body
shape, as shown in Figure 2. CoNR can produce images at
desired target poses with better quality.

Image synthesis pipelines starting with human pose repre-
sentations are theoretically inapplicable on anime data, as the
character’s diverse body structure, clothing, and accessories
cannot be reasonably represented. Using human pose syn-
thesis methods in anime, we may lose artistic control over
garments and fine details, which is crucial in anime creation
workflows.

Style Transfer. Style transfer typically refers to applying a
learned style from a certain domain (anime images) to the
input image taken from the other domain (real-world im-
ages) [Chen et al., 2019]. The models usually treat the tar-
get domain as a kind of style and require extensive training
to remember the style. Some methods use a single image to

U-Net Warping CINN R50 224K iter

Lphoto LPIPS
✓ 0.0311 0.1038
✓ ✓ 0.0308 0.1036
✓ ✓ ✓ 0.0286 0.0977
✓ ✓ ✓ 0.0180 0.0612
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.0179 0.0612

Table 3: Ablation on Renderer. The warping operation is per-
formed among all branches.

1 time

3 times

Messaging 112K iter 224K iter

Lphoto LPIPS Lphoto LPIPS
- 0.028 0.107 0.026 0.099

1 time 0.019 0.066 0.018 0.063
3 times 0.018 0.065 0.017 0.061

Table 4: Ablation on message passing.

provide a style hint during the inference. For example, one
could use Swapping Auto Encoders [Park et al., 2020], a re-
cent style-transfer method to swap the textures or body struc-
tures between two characters. Although the model has a lot
of parameters (3× the size of CoNR), our comparison shows
that it is still not enough to remember and reproduce the di-
verse sub-styles of the textures, pose, and body structure in
the domain of anime.
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Figure 6: Conceptual comparison with pure image-based
method. We compare the results of CoNR with the results of Liquid
Warping GAN (LWG) [Liu et al., 2021] when trying to resemble
the target poses. We use 3D model editor software to generate pose-
related UDPs based on the real person then make CoNR render the
texture. And LWG uses the real person images as input.

Setting 224K iter

Ludp Lmask Lphoto LPIPS
w/o Lmask 0.162 0.880 - -
w/o Lphoto - - 0.023 0.084
w/o Lvgg - - 0.028 0.158

CoNR 0.097 0.079 0.019 0.066

Table 5: Ablation on loss functions.

4.4 Ablation Study

We perform ablation studies on the UDP Detector, renderer,
loss functions and message passing. Table 2 shows that
UDP representation can be inferred from images using a U-
Net [Ronneberger et al., 2015]. An original U-Net, which
takes a concatenated tensor of 4 reference images and the tar-
get UDP as the input, does not provide acceptable results on
this task, as shown in Table 3. The proposed CoNR method
with both the feature warping and the CINN method signifi-
cantly increases the performance, thus establishing a stronger
baseline for the proposed task. We further ablate the loss
functions in Table 5. In Table 4, we perform ablations on the
number of message passing for the CoNR. In default, the sub-
networks communicate at three different feature levels. More
ghosting can be observed when sub-networks communicate
less than three times.

Figure 7: Comparision between detection results of hand-drawn
anime character images using OpenPose [Cao et al., 2019], the
UDP Detector and SMPLify [Bogo et al., 2016]. The images are
from the validation split of the hand-drawn dataset [Anonymous et
al., 2020] with the ID number. The detected SMPL body can not
fully handle the diverse body shapes of anime characters. UDP De-
tector produces relatively reasonable results.

5 Limitations

The inputs of CoNR can not provide any information about
the environmental or contextual information that could be uti-
lized to infer lighting effects. Users may use sketch relighting
techniques [Zheng et al., 2020]. The generation results of
finer layering and structuring are also to be studied.

CoNR is unable to model the dynamics of the charac-
ter. The CoNR model accepts target poses detected from
a video of a character with a body shape similar to Sref ,
and could inherit the dynamics. However, it requires such
a pose sequence beforehand. To bypass the UDP Detec-
tor, we can rely on additional technologies like garment cap-
tures [Bradley et al., 2008], physics simulations [Baraff and
Witkin, 1998], learning-based methods [Tiwari et al., 2021]
or existing 3D animation workflows to obtain a synthesized
UDP Ptar. CoNR focuses on the rendering task. Obtaining a
suitable 3D mesh with all the body parts rigged and all cloth-
ing computed with proper dynamics is beyond the scope of
this paper. Using Ptar from an inappropriate body shape may
lead to incorrect CoNR results.

The dataset may not fully follow the distribution of anime
characters in the wild. The collected dataset contains only
human-like anime characters from 2014 to 2018. As the char-
acter meshes are aligned using joints, the models trained on
this dataset may not be applied to animal-like characters. Re-
search on broader datasets will be the future work.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we explore a new task to render anime character
images with the desired pose from multiple images in char-
acter sheets. We develop a UV-mapping-free method, CoNR,
achieving encouraging effectiveness. We show the potential
of this data-driven method in assisting animation art. We hope
the method and the datasets presented in this paper will in-
spire our community and further researchers.
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